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Abstract: Considering the interaction among anchor cable, frame beam and rock mass, a new model
of prestress loss of anchor cable was established. The accuracy and applicability of the new model
were verified by comparing the field monitoring data and the calculation results of existing models.
In addition, based on the new model, the effect of the re-tension of the anchor cable at different
time nodes was analyzed, and the later compensation time of anchor cable prestress was discussed.
The research shows that: the accuracy of the new model is higher after considering the effect of the
frame beam, the new model can not only calculate the loss of prestress of anchor cable, but also
accurately predict the time when the prestress of anchor cable reaches the stable stage. The ideal
effect of prestress compensation can be achieved when the anchor cable is re-tensioned at each time
point after 20 days of the construction completed. The original prestress loss of the anchor cable is
different, and the re-tension effect is also different, the greater the loss of the original prestress of the
anchor cable, the more obvious the prestress compensation effect during the re-tension.

Keywords: prestress of anchor cable; creep model of rock mass; prestress loss model; prestress
compensation; prestress loss

1. Introduction

During the construction of highways and railways, slope excavation will not only
change the original stress state of a slope, but also accelerate the weathering speed of new
exposed rock mass [1–4]; therefore, it is necessary to support the excavated slope along the
road to improve the stability of the excavated slope, so as to ensure the operation safety of
the road. There are many kinds of slope support methods, commonly used slope support
structures include retaining wall [5–7], anti-slide pile [8,9], prestressed anchor rod [10,11]
and prestressed anchor cable [12,13], among them, the prestressed anchor cable has been
widely used in slope support engineering due to its advantages of reliable strength, simple
construction and economic benefits. The prestressed anchor cable can fully exert its high
strength through tensioning and to connect the weak structural plane of the rock mass
with the stable rock stratum, so as to change the original stress state of the rock mass and
improve the overall stability of the slope.

When prestressed anchor cables are used to reinforce the slope, the effective pre-
stress of the anchor cables is the prerequisite guarantee for the anchor cables to play a
supporting role. However, after long-term monitoring of the prestress of anchor cables
of the slope, many studies have found that the loss of anchor cable prestress is very com-
mon in anchored engineering [14–17]. In addition, some studies have established some
physical models [18–21] and expounded the phenomenon of prestress loss of anchor cable
in multiple directions through theoretical analysis. These models generally believe that
the long-term loss of anchor cable prestress is mainly related to the creep of reinforced
rock mass, under the long-term action of the tensioning load of the anchor cable, creep
deformation occurs in rock mass, which causes the rebound shrinkage of anchor cable,
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and then causes the long-term loss of anchor cable prestress. However, these models only
build physical models of anchor cable and rock mass, and ignore the role of frame beam
in anchored slope, the establishment of the prestress loss model of anchor cable is based
on the assumption that the rock mass is uniformly stressed and the frame beam is the
guarantee of uniform stress of rock mass in anchored slope, therefore, the role of frame
beam should not be ignored in the physical modeling of prestress loss of anchor cable.

In addition, because the prestress loss of anchor cables directly affects the supporting
effect of slope, in actual projects, after the completion of construction, most of them will
use the method of re-tensioning to compensate the prestress of anchor cable. The re-
tensioning time of the anchor cable has a direct impact on its prestress compensation
effect, clarifying the re-tensioning time of the anchor cable can not only ensure the effect
of prestress compensation, but also facilitate the scheduling of on-site personnel and the
overall arrangement of construction. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2, the new prestress loss model of anchor cable considering the action of frame
beam was established, in Section 3, the on-site monitoring test was carried out and the
accuracy of the new model were verified by comparing the on-site monitoring data and
the calculation results of existing models, in Section 4, the effect of the re-tension of the
anchor cable at different time nodes was analyzed. The main conclusions are summarized
in Section 5.

2. Prestress Loss Model of Anchor Cable Considering the Action of Frame Beam

The long-term prestress loss of anchor cable is mainly determined by the material
properties of anchor cable itself and the mechanical properties of rock mass, therefore, the
calculation model of prestress loss of anchor cable is generally established by reasonably
combining the calculation model of anchor cable and rock mass [22–25], as we all know,
the premise of establishing the coupled creep model is to assume that the rock mass is
uniformly stressed [19,26], from the previous analysis, it can be seen that the frame beam is
the guarantee of the uniform stress of the rock mass, and the actual stress of the rock mass
under the action of the frame beam can be closer to the assumed condition, Therefore, the
role of frame beam should not be ignored in the establishment of prestress loss model of
anchor cable.

2.1. Analysis Model of Anchor Cable

In actual engineering, the deformation of anchor cable in anchored slope under service
condition is mainly elastic deformation, so the Hooke model in Figure 1 can be used to
simulate the anchor cable. The constitutive relationship of the model is:

ε =
σ

EC
(1)

where ε is the strain of the anchor cable body within the anchorage range; σ is the stress of
the anchor cable body within the anchorage range; EC is the equivalent elastic modulus of
the anchor cable body within the anchorage range.
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2.2. Analysis Model of Rock Mass

Under the action of stress, the rock mass not only has the characteristics of instanta-
neous stress relaxation and elastic deformation, but also has the characteristics of viscoelas-
tic plasticity under the action of long-term stress. Therefore, the General Kelvin model in
Figure 1 can be used to simulate the rock mass. The General Kelvin model is developed
on the basis of Kelvin model, which describes the various stages of rock mass creep. The
constitutive relationship of the model is:

ηK
EH + EK

σ′ + σ =
ηKEH

EH + EK
ε′ +

EHEK
EH + EK

ε (2)

where ηK is the viscous coefficient of the rock mass; EK is the viscoelastic modulus of
the rock mass; EH is the instantaneous elastic modulus of the rock mass; σ′ is the first
derivative of the stress; ε′ is the first derivative of the strain.

2.3. Analysis Model of Frame Beam

Compared with rock mass, the frame beam is a reinforced concrete structure with
high stiffness, and the section size of the frame beam is far less than the thickness of the
rock layer, so the instantaneous elastic strain of the frame beam can be ignored under the
stress, therefore, the Kelvin model in Figure 1 can be used to simulate the frame beam, and
the constitutive relationship of the model is:

σ = ηLε′ + ELε (3)

where ηL is the viscous coefficient of the frame beam; EL is the viscoelastic modulus of the
frame beam.

2.4. Establishment of Prestress Loss Model of Anchor Cable

The interaction relationship among the anchor cable, frame beam and rock mass is
shown in Figure 2. In the actual construction process, the anchor cable is installed in the
borehole, and then the anchor cable structure is combined with the rock mass by grouting
into the borehole. Therefore, it can be considered that the retraction deformation of the
anchor cable and the creep deformation of the rock mass are carried out simultaneously.
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Since there is no grout bond between the anchor cable structure and the frame beam, it can
be considered that the retraction deformation of the anchor cable and the creep deformation
of the frame beam are relatively independent.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of slope supported by anchor cables and frame beam.

Therefore, combined with the position of anchor cable, frame beam and rock mass in
Figure 2 and the interaction relationship among them, the prestress loss model of anchor
cable as shown in Figure 3 is established. The model is established by connecting Part 1
and Part 2 in parallel, and then connecting Part 3 in series, in the model, Part 1 is a General
Kelvin model, which is used to simulate rock mass; Part 2 is Hooke model, which is used
to simulate anchor cable; Part 3 is Kelvin model, which is used to simulate frame beam.
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2.5. Derivation of Model Calculation Formula

According to the prestress loss model of anchor cable shown in Figure 3, the stress-
strain relationship among anchor cable, frame beam and rock mass should meet the
following equation:

σ = σL = σN + σC (4)

ε = εL + εN = εL + εC (5)

where σ is the total stress of prestress loss model; ε is the total strain of prestress loss model;
σL and εL are the stress and strain of frame beam; σN and εN are the stress and strain of
rock mass; σC and εC are the stress and strain of anchor cable body.

The following equation can be obtained by transforming Equations (4) and (5):

σN = σ− σC = σ− (ε− εL)EC =
(EC + EL)σ

EL
− εEC (6)

εN = ε− εL = ε− σ

EL
(7)

By substituting Equations (6) and (7) into Equation (3), the constitutive equation of
the established prestress loss calculation model can be obtained:

σ′ + Aσ = Bε′ + Cε (8)

A =
(EC + EL)(EH + EK) + EHEK

ηKEC + ηKEL + ηKEH
(9)

B =
EHEL + ECEL
EC + EL + EH

(10)

C =
EHEKEL + ECEL(EH + EK)

ηKEC + ηKEL + ηKEH
(11)

At the initial moment of prestress loss of anchor cable (i.e., t = 0), assuming that the
initial stress and initial strain of prestress loss model are σ0 and ε0 respectively, Equation (8)
can be transformed into the stress relaxation equation of prestress loss model:

σ′ + Aσ = Cε0 (12)

The solution of differential Equation (12) can be obtained as follows:

σ = C1 exp(−At) +
Cε0

A
(13)

When the stress is applied on the rock mass at the beginning, it can be considered
that the deformation of rock mass is mainly elastic deformation, so the initial strain of
the model is ε0 = σ0/(EC + EH) + σ0/EL. When considering the initial condition σ = σ0
(t = 0), and combining with Equation (12), the value of coefficient C1 can be obtained:

C1 = σ0 −
C
A

ε0 (14)

Through the above equations, the loss of prestress can be calculated and analyzed
under the condition that the initial strain ε0 is known.

3. Model Validation Based on On-Site Monitoring Data
3.1. On-Site MonitoringTest

The EK1 + 555–EK1 + 706.93 section of the Zhengxi (Zhengzhou to Xixia) highway
is located in Miaozi Town, Luoyang City, China. This area is marked by canyons, with
dangerous and undulating terrain, and there are a large number of deep excavation slopes.
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The upper part of the slope is covered by Quaternary residual slope deposit with a small
thickness. The lower layer of rock and soil mass is divided into two geological engineering
layers: strongly weathered quartz schist and fully weathered quartz schist. The excavation
depth of the slope is mainly composed of fully weathered quartz schist. The groundwater
in this deep cutting section is mainly Quaternary loose rock fissure water and bedrock
fissure water, and the recharge source is meteoric water and surface river water infiltration.
No groundwater level is found during the survey. The on-site monitoring in this study is
based on the deep cutting slope in the EK1 + 640 section. The maximum excavation depth
of the slope is 70.6 m, and the monitoring slope is divided into seven stages for excavation.
The reinforcement scheme of the slope is shown in Figure 4. The fourth and fifth level
slopes are supported by frame beam and prestressed anchor cables. The length of anchor
cable is 22 m, the length of anchorage section is 10 m, the vertical spacing between anchor
cables is 2 m, the angle between anchor cable and horizontal direction is 20◦ and the actual
tension load of anchor cable is 380 kN/m. The diameter of anchor hole is 130 mm, and M40
cement mortar is used for grouting. Each anchor cable is composed of four steel strands.
The diameter of the steel strand is 15 mm, the nominal area is 140 mm2, the tensile strength
σT is 1860 MPa, and the elastic modulus E is 1.95 × 105 MPa. The frame beam is poured
using C25 concrete. The interface dimensions of the frame beam are 0.4 × 0.4 m2, and the
elastic modulus EL is 2.8 × 104 MPa.
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Before the eight anchor cables of the fourth and fifth level slopes were tensioned,
an anchoring force sensor was installed. The monitoring data acquisition methods are
as follows: (1) installation of the DSC (data-operation supervise center) wireless data
acquisition system on site; (2) using the internet function of the GPRS (general packet
radio service), establish a live internet mobile phone module by agreeing on the domain
name; (3) receive data through the wireless network using a computer with professional
software installed.

Figure 5 shows the monitoring curves of the prestress of anchor cables of the fourth
and fifth level slopes. It can be seen that, unlike the axial force growth of the anchor rod,
the prestress of all the anchor cables will lose to different degrees after the anchor cable
tension is completed. This is because under the action of anchoring load, the cracks in the
rock mass are further compressed, resulting in compression deformation, which leads to
the stress relaxation of the anchor cable. Although the upper completely weathered layer
slides along the rock interface during the excavation of the lower slope, resulting in lateral
deformation, it will play a certain role in the tension of the anchor cable. However, the
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design length of the anchor cable is 22 m, which is closely connected with the deep rock
mass of the cutting slope. The compression deformation of the crack at the deep weathered
rock mass is greater than the lateral deformation of the slope, which makes the prestress of
the anchor cables lose in different degrees. It can be seen that, compared with the anchor
rod, the action length of the anchor cable is longer and its stress is more complex. The
prestress of the anchor cable is not only related to the lateral deformation of the slope,
but also related to the deformation of the anchorage, the shrinkage of the steel strand, the
compaction of the cracks in the weathered rock mass and the creep deformation of the
rock mass.
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Further analysis of the monitoring results shows that the prestress loss of anchor
cable C4 and anchor cable C8 is the largest. Combined with the acting position of each
anchor cable in Figure 4, it can be seen that the anchor cable with larger prestress loss
is concentrated acting on top of each stage slope. In addition, we can also see that the
prestress of the anchor cables acting on top of each level slope also has obvious fluctuation
phenomenon, which indicates that they are greatly affected by environmental changes and
construction disturbance. It can be seen that for the slope strengthened by multi anchor
cables, the variation of prestress of anchor cables at different positions is quite different,
which can easily lead to uneven stress of frame beam, resulting in large tensile stress of
frame beam, and then cracking of concrete, therefore, during construction, the construction
technology should be improved as much as possible, the flatness and tensioning technology
of the frame beam at the anchor installation place should be improved, and the flatness and
tension technology of the frame beam at the anchorage installation site should be improved
as much as possible, so as to reduce the unbalanced prestress loss of slope reinforced by
multiple anchor cables.

3.2. Model Validation

Combined with the construction of the supporting project (Zheng-xi highway), the
prestress monitoring of anchor cables was carried out on the deep cutting slopes of EK1+640
section, at the same time, the corresponding field creep test of rock mass was carried out.
Here, the prestress monitoring results of two anchor cables (cable C1 and C2) are taken
to verify the model. Table 1 shows the calculation parameters of the model, in which EC
is converted from the actual parameters of the steel strand used in the project, EL is the
actual parameters of C25 concrete used in the frame beam, and EH , EK and ηK are obtained
by parameter inversion combined with the field creep test results of the rock mass.
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Table 1. Model calculation parameters.

EC
/GPa

EL
/GPa

EH
/GPa

EK
/GPa

ηK
/GPa.day

8.23 28 41.91 57.5 597

The model in this paper is established based on the existing model by adding frame
beam elements. In order to further verify the accuracy of the model, in addition to the
field monitoring data, the calculation results of GK-H model [18] are added in Figure 6 for
comparative analysis. As shown in the monitoring data in Figure 6, the prestress of each
anchor cable will have different degrees of loss after the construction. In the initial stage
of monitoring, the prestress loss rate of anchor cable is the fastest, and the proportion of
prestress loss is also the largest. In the later stage of monitoring, the change of prestress of
anchor cable tends to be slow. In addition, due to the influence of construction disturbances
such as slope excavation, the prestress of anchor cable of slope will fluctuate in actual
engineering. According to the model calculation curves (New model, GK-H model) in
Figure 6, it can be seen that in view of the limitations of theoretical analysis, the model
calculation curves are the smoothly changing curves, and they cannot reflect the fluctuation
of anchor cable prestress.
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However, from the point of view of model verification alone, except that the fluctuation
of anchor cable prestress cannot be reflected, the calculation results of the new model in this
paper are almost the same as the trends of field monitoring results. The GK-H model only
considers the coupled effect of anchor cable and rock mass (Part 1 and Part 2 in Figure 3),
but does not consider the role of frame beam in the anchored structure, resulting in the
calculation results of GK-H model is lower than the field monitoring results. Therefore, in
a comprehensive comparison, the accuracy of the new model is higher after considering
the effect of the frame beam, the new model can not only calculate the loss of prestress
of anchor cable, but also accurately predict the time when the prestress of anchor cable
reaches the stable stage.

4. Re-Tensioning Time of Anchor Cable Prestress

In the slope anchorage engineering, different degrees of prestress loss will occur after
the anchor cable tensioning is completed, after the construction is completed for a period
of time, the re-tensioning of anchor cable can effectively compensate for the prestress loss
caused by rock creep, the re-tensioning time of anchor cable directly affects the effect of
prestress compensation of anchor cable, so it is of great engineering significance to study
the compensation time of prestress of anchor cable.
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According to the previous analysis, Equation (13) can be used to calculate the prestress
of the anchor cable under the condition that the initial strain ε0 is known. When the anchor
cable is re-tensioned at time t after the completion of construction, the initial condition
(initial strain) of the model in Figure 3 has changed, and the changed initial strain is
as follows:

ε0
′ = ε0 +

σ− σt

EC + EH
+

σ− σt

EL
(15)

σ =
T

AC
(16)

where ε0
′ is the initial strain corresponding to time t; σt is the total stress of the loss model

at time t; σ is the total stress of the loss model after re-tensioning; T is the predetermined
re-tensioning load of the anchor cable; AC is the equivalent sectional area of the anchor
cable body.

The analysis is also carried out with the four anchor cables (cable C1 to C4) of deep
cutting slope of EK1 + 640 section of Zheng-Xi highway as the background, it can be seen
from Figure 6 that the time for the prestress of each anchor cable to stabilize is about
30 days, therefore, the time points t = 5, t = 10, t = 20 and t = 30 after the completion of
construction can be taken as the time points for the re-tensioning calculation of the anchor
cables, and the prestress compensation effect of each anchor cable under each time point
can be discussed.

The variation curves of prestress of anchor cables at different compensation time are
shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that although there is still prestress loss in each anchor
cable after re-tensioning, the prestress loss of each anchor cable after re-tensioning is less
than its original loss, and the later the re-tensioning time is, the smaller the prestress loss
of each anchor cable is, the reason is that the long-term prestress loss of the anchor cable
is related to the creep of each part of the anchor body. The longer the action time of the
anchor cable is, the smaller the creep of each part of the anchor body is. Therefore, when
the re-tensioning time is later, the prestress loss of each anchor cable is smaller.
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In addition, by analyzing the single anchor cable separately(e.g., cable C1), after the
re-tensioning of anchor cable C1 on times t = 5, t = 10, t = 20 and t = 30, the prestress
values when it tends to be stable are 27.76, 28.50, 29.18 and 29.41 MPa respectively, and
the differences between the two are 0.74, 0.68 and 0.23 MPa respectively. It can be seen
that, although theoretically speaking, the later the re-tensioning time is, the greater the
stable value of prestress after the re-tensioning of anchor cable is, however, the difference
of the stable value of prestress after the re-tensioning of anchor cable C1 at times t = 20
and t = 30 is not very large. Therefore, the ideal effect of prestress compensation all can
be achieved when the anchor cable is re-tensioned at each time point after 20 days of the
construction completed.

In the multi-anchor supporting slope, the loss of prestress of each anchor cable is not
the same, when the anchor cables with different prestress loss are re-tensioned, the effect
of prestress compensation will also be different. In this paper, the concept of prestress
compensation ratio (the ratio of the stable prestress value of the anchor cable after re-
tensioning to its original stable prestress value) is introduced. Table 2 shows the stable
value of prestress of each anchor cable at different re-tensioning time. Taking the results
of day t = 30 as an example, the original prestress stable values of anchor cables C1 to
C4 are 25.55, 25.75, 25.16 and 25.13 MPa, respectively, the smaller the stable value is, the
greater the prestress loss is. When the anchor cables C1 to C4 are re-tensioned in day
t = 30, the stable value of prestress of anchor cables C1 to C4 are 29.41, 29.48, 29.44 and
29.43 MPa respectively, and the prestress compensation ratios are 1.151, 1.144, 1.170 and
1.171 respectively. It can be seen that the greater the original loss of the anchor cable
is, the greater the prestress compensation ratio is, which means the better the prestress
compensation effect is.

Table 2. Stable value of prestress force of each anchor cable at different re-tensioning time.

Anchor Cable
Number Time t/d

Stable Value of Original
Anchor Cable Prestress σt

/MPa

Stable Value of Anchor Cable
Prestress after Re-tensioning

¯
σ

/MPa

Prestress
Compensation Ratio

C1

5 25.55 27.76 1.086
10 25.55 28.50 1.115
20 25.55 29.18 1.142
30 25.55 29.41 1.151

C2

5 25.75 27.82 1.080
10 25.75 28.57 1.110
20 25.75 29.25 1.136
30 25.75 29.48 1.144

C3

5 25.16 27.80 1.105
10 25.16 28.54 1.134
20 25.16 29.21 1.161
30 25.16 29.44 1.170

C4

5 25.13 27.81 1.107
10 25.13 28.53 1.135
20 25.13 29.21 1.162
30 25.13 29.43 1.171

5. Conclusions

(1) The frame beam is the guarantee for the uniform stress of the rock mass of the
anchored slope, and the role of the frame beam should not be ignored in the stress
analysis of the anchored slope, in view of the interaction among the anchor cable, the
frame beam and the rock mass, the new prestress loss model of the anchor cable is
established, and compared with the field monitoring data and existing model, the
accuracy of the new model is verified.

(2) Based on the new established prestress loss model of the anchor cable, the prestress
compensation time of anchor cable is studied. Although theoretically speaking, the
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later the re-tensioning time is, the greater the stable value of prestress after the re-
tensioning of anchor cable is, however, there is little difference in the stable value
of prestress when the anchor cable is re-tensioned at each time point after 20 days
of the construction completed. It can be considered that the ideal effect of prestress
compensation all can be achieved when the anchor cable is re-tensioned at each time
point after 20 days of the construction completed.

(3) In the multi-anchor supporting slope, the loss of prestress of each anchor cable is not
the same, when the anchor cables with different prestress loss are re-tensioned, the
effect of prestress compensation will also be different. The greater the original loss of
the anchor cable is, the greater the prestress compensation ratio is, which means the
better the prestress compensation effect is.
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